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gives you a second chance at love? Previously
The Raven Boys Maggie Stiefvater 2015-07-09

published in 1985 and 2006.

Sarah's Child Linda Howard 2017-02-13 Fall in

It Takes a Thief Kay Hooper 2015-09-01 From

love all over again with this heart-wrenching

New York Times bestselling author Kay Hooper

favorite from New York Timesbestselling author

comes the story of a gambler who’s not all he

Linda Howard. When a tragic accident takes

seems—and the woman who teaches him what it

everything that matters to Rome Matthews—his

means to risk everything. Jennifer Chantry’s life

wife, Diane, and their two little boys—it also robs

was upended when her father lost their family

Sarah Harper of herbest friend. Sarah wants to

plantation, Belle Retour, in a foolish bet. And now

reach out to Rome because they are both

that he’s passed away, Jennifer vows to reclaim

grieving, but she'safraid of the secret she's been

what’s hers. Falling for a gambler—especially

keeping all these years: she's in love with her

given her father’s weakness—wasn’t supposed to

bestfriend's husband. Sarah knows she can never

be in the cards. But the dashing, dark-eyed

reveal her true feelings to Rome, but as

hustler who rolls into town for a high-stakes poker

theyspend more time together, the spark between

game awakens Jennifer’s deepest desires, even

them only grows. Will Rome keep fighting hisneed

before he offers his services in a bold plan to win

for Sarah, or will he accept that sometimes, life

back her home. Dane Prescott isn’t a professional
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gambler—he’s a federal agent investigating

ends with a mistake that ties them together for

rumors surrounding the scoundrel who swindled

life and ends in disaster. While Tristan struggles

an innocent family out of Belle Retour. Used to

with the consequences of letting go of his rigid

going deep undercover, Dane knows how to play

control, Jake must decide whether he can show,

with other people’s money. But when he teams

and accept, his true nature.

up with the blond beauty bent on revenge, he

Resist Missy Johnson 2016-04-12 In this sizzling

learns just how much he stands to lose if he can’t

short novel from New York Times bestselling

do right by her. Now Dane will need all the tricks

author Missy Johnson, a young journalist goes

up his sleeve to win his biggest score yet:

undercover in a world of desire—and gets

Jennifer’s wounded heart. Includes a special

seduced by the billionaire bachelor she’s

message from the editor, as well as an excerpt

supposed to be chasing. Recent college grad

from another Loveswept title.

Charlotte Lucas thinks she has found her

The Soulkeepers G. P. Ching 2018-07-30 When

breakout story. It all begins when she answers a

15 year old Jacob survives a car crash, no one

provocative want ad posted by a secretive mogul

can explain why he was driving or why the police

who happens to be a prime suspect in his

can't find his mother's body. A mysterious

girlfriend’s disappearance. Young and

neighbor offers to use her unique abilities to help

inexperienced, Char has never been pushed to

him find his mom. In exchange, she requires

the limit—until their games take her to the very

Jacob to train as a Soulkeeper, a protector of

edge. Char has gone in looking for the truth, but

human souls. Soon Jacob questions her motives

now she’s in way too deep with a master who

for helping him

plays her body like it belongs to him. Jaxon

Accidentally Mated Lynn Tyler 2015-06-22 Tristan

Murphy knows a lot more about Char than he lets

Massey didn’t set out to become the alpha of

on. Although the media has made him out to be a

Fraser Lake’s werewolf pack. All he wanted to do

monster, he’s not about to come clean about his

was borrow a car. But he couldn’t ignore the

tormented past—at least not before he turns this

dangerous direction his beloved pack was

good girl bad and sends her out to do his dirty

heading in. Jake Trenton, tiger shifter, has a

work. After all, Jax didn’t make it to the top

secret far more important than his unrequited love

without breaking some rules. But as their play

for his best friend. One that he will do anything to

grows passionate and achingly real, Jax can’t

protect, even move thousands of miles away from

resist taking a shot at something that’s bigger and

everything he’s ever loved. One night of passion

more powerful than revenge: love. Praise for
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Resist “Prepare to read late into the night. Resist

element of stepbrother taboo. She’s for sure an

is a sizzling-hot, intense must-read.”—Stacey

author to watch!”—Laura Marie Altom, author of

Kennedy, USA Today bestselling author of the

The Escort Includes an excerpt from another

Club Sin series “Resist is a twisted, gritty, and

Loveswept title.

provocative read full of toe-curling steam and

Raven Rise D.J. MacHale 2009-12-22 While

spine-tingling suspense. I give Missy Johnson a

Pendragon is trapped on Ibara, Alder returns to

big thumbs up for this one!”—USA Today

Denduron and goes into battle again, and other

bestselling author J. L. Mac “This dark, intense

Travelers face obstacles of various sorts, Saint

page-turner had me gripped to the end. Jaxon

Dane gains the power he seeks and makes his

Murphy is the troubled soul that every girl will

push to destroy and rebuild Halla.

want to heal.”—USA Today bestselling author R.

Sorcery of Thorns Margaret Rogerson 2020-06-30

J. Prescott “Perfect for readers who like [a]

A New York Times bestseller! “A bewitching

dangerous edge to their romance without having

gem...I absolutely loved every moment of this

it go into all-out sexual craziness.”—The

story.” —Stephanie Garber, #1 New York Times

Romance Factor “Fast-paced . . . very well

bestselling author of the Caraval series “If you

written and very well developed . . . [There’s]

loved the Hogwarts Library…you’ll be right at

never a dull moment in this book.”—Once Upon

home at Summershall.” —Katherine Arden, New

an Alpha “A mix of emotions, a bit of drama and

York Times bestselling author of The Bear and

a whole lot of sexual tension between the

the Nightingale From the New York Times

characters.”—LeAnn’s Book Reviews Praise for

bestselling author of An Enchantment of Ravens

Missy Johnson’s Code of Honor “Yet again Missy

comes an “enthralling adventure” (Kirkus

Johnson slays us with an impeccable story and

Reviews, starred review) about an apprentice at a

characters that make us think. Code of Honor is a

magical library who must battle a powerful

beautifully written tale of a life we can only

sorcerer to save her kingdom. All sorcerers are

imagine.”—Ashley Suzanne, author of Raven and

evil. Elisabeth has known that as long as she has

the Destined series “Code of Honor is dark, sexy,

known anything. Raised as a foundling in one of

and deliciously enthralling. Missy Johnson takes

Austermeer’s Great Libraries, Elisabeth has

you into a dangerous world you won’t want to

grown up among the tools of sorcery—magical

leave.”—Cecy Robson, author of Once Kissed “In

grimoires that whisper on shelves and rattle

a beautiful love story I couldn’t put down, Missy

beneath iron chains. If provoked, they transform

Johnson weaves together mob action with an

into grotesque monsters of ink and leather. Then
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an act of sabotage releases the library’s most

him as she will no other.

dangerous grimoire, and Elisabeth is implicated in

Feral Heat Jennifer Ashley 2014-03-18 From the

the crime. With no one to turn to but her sworn

author of Lone Wolf comes a paranormal

enemy, the sorcerer Nathaniel Thorn, and his

romance about two lovers torn between ecstasy

mysterious demonic servant, she finds herself

and savagery… Jace Warden is sent to the

entangled in a centuries-old conspiracy. Not only

Shiftertown in Austin to find a way to free all

could the Great Libraries go up in flames, but the

Shifters from their Collars. But pulling off the

world along with them. As her alliance with

Collars can cause Shifters to go mad or kill them

Nathaniel grows stronger, Elisabeth starts to

outright. In Austin, Jace meets Deni Rowe, a wolf

question everything she’s been taught—about

Shifter with troubles of her own—she was

sorcerers, about the libraries she loves, even

deliberately run down in the road, and while her

about herself. For Elisabeth has a power she has

body has healed, she still has episodes of total

never guessed, and a future she could never

memory loss during which she retreats into her

have imagined.

pure animal self. Jace has never met anyone like

A Darker Dream Amanda Ashley 2013-06-25 In all

Deni. Courageous and beautiful, she volunteers

his four hundred years, Rayven never met a

to help him test the Collar removal. And as Deni

woman like Rhianna McLeod. She is a vision of

and Jace work together, they feel the mate bond

light, of warmth, of everything he is not--nor can

begin. But can Jace help Deni believe she can

ever be. Doomed to live forever in darkness and

heal enough to be anyone’s true mate? This

solitude, he knows all too well the risk in getting

sixteen chapter novella includes a preview of the

close to her, yet he hungers for her with a fierce

upcoming Shifters Unbound novel Wild Wolf.

passion he swears he will never allow himself to

Lament Maggie Stiefvater 2010-09-08 Sixteen-

feel. Rhianna's father sold her to Rayven to put

year-old Deirdre Monaghan is a music prodigy,

food on the table, so she had no choice but to go

who’s about to find out she can see faeries. Two

with the dark stranger. To her surprise, he gives

mysterious (and cute) guys enter her life. Trouble

her everything she wants--the finest clothes,

is, Luke is a soulless faerie assassin and Aodhan

education, and the run of the castle--everything,

is a dark faerie soldier. Their orders from the

that is, except his touch. For although she senses

Faerie Queen? Kill Deirdre.

danger beneath the soft-spoken manner, although

The Raven's Heart Jesse Blackadder 2011-02-01

even Rayven himself warns her to stay away, she

For fans of the stories of Philippa Gregory,

is drawn to this creature of the night, and loves

Suzannah Dunn and Jeanne Kalogridis, and the
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exquisite style of Sarah Waters's writing, A

twice his age. And he owes it all to his father’s

RAVEN'S HEART is a bold, exuberant and

closest friend, Giovanni Spontagio, who took him

surprising retelling of the story of Mary Queen of

in as an orphaned teenager. Pietro would give his

Scots. 'I am awaiting my castle and the Queen is

life for Giovanni . . . but his heart belongs to

waiting for love.' Scotland, 1561. A ship carries

Giovanni’s daughter. Raised in Chicago under the

Mary, the young Queen of Scots, home from the

spotlight of power and privilege, Lucia Spontiago

French court to wrest back control of her throne.

feels most alive on stage. Determined to become

Masquerading as a male crew member, Alison

a prima ballerina, she escapes her father’s

Blackadder must find a way to gain the Queen's

protective gaze long enough to audition for the

favour so she can win back her family's castle

ballet in New York City. Soon, however, Lucy

and lands, cruelly stolen by a murderous clan a

realizes that she is not alone. Pietro is watching

generation before. Surrounded by treachery and

her back. And though he’s like a brother to her,

deep suspicion, the Queen can trust nobody in

Lucy cannot deny the thrill she feels knowing his

the Scottish court until Alison, with her flair for

eyes are on her. Pietro could never betray his

disguise, becomes her most valued confidante

mentor by sleeping with his only child. But Lucy

and spy. But Alison's drive to reclaim the

follows her passions, no matter how forbidden.

Blackadder birthright is relentless, setting off

Soon their nights are consumed by explosive,

events that threaten to bring down the monarchy.

red-hot temptation—a dance that will expose

Alison discovers lies, danger and betrayal at

shocking secrets and burn everything else to the

every turn. then, unexpectedly, she finds love ...

ground. Note: Code of Honor ends on a

this sweeping and imaginative tale of political

cliffhanger. Pietro and Lucy’s story continues in

intrigue, secret passion and implacable revenge is

Code of Love! Praise for Code of Honor “Yet

a breathtaking epic from a remarkable literary

again Missy Johnson slays us with an impeccable

talent.

story and characters that make us think. A

Code of Honor Missy Johnson 2015-08-25 New

beautifully written tale of a life we can only

York Times bestselling author Missy Johnson

imagine, Code of Honor is one of the best books

asks a burning question: What happens when

of the summer.”—Ashley Suzanne, author of

love is undeniable—and taboo? Pietro Gustovi is

Raven and the Destined series “Code of Honor is

loyal, polished, and hard as stone, the kind of guy

dark, sexy, and deliciously enthralling. Missy

women want and men respect. At twenty-three,

Johnson takes you into a dangerous world you

he’s survived tragedies that would break men

won’t want to leave.”—Cecy Robson, author of
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Once Kissed “In a beautiful love story I couldn’t

well as an excerpt from another Loveswept title.

put down, Missy Johnson weaves together mob

Raven Fire Emma Miles 2021-04-09 Is prophecy

action with an element of stepbrother taboo.

real; can Arridia and Joss defeat a god? Evil

She’s for sure an author to watch!”—Laura Marie

never sleeps, and neither can the fire spirits who

Altom, author of The Escort “[A] dramatic tale of

have guarded Kesta and her family so faithfully

Chicago mafiosi in love . . . Stubborn and feisty,

for more than fourteen years. United in a desire

Lucia doesn’t shy from making hard choices.

for peace, the four lands beneath the sky have

Every step is a hard-earned victory and her

enjoyed relative stability, but under the surface

relationship with Pietro is more than just

stirs unrest. Greed, ambition, disquiet, rebellion;

passion.”—Publishers Weekly “The passion

and the ever-present threat of Geladan's crazed

between Pietro and Lucy was quite hot, I admit.

god discovering she has been fooled. Quiet

They’re very good together, and I’d love for them

Arridia is a Raven Scout, dedicated to the

to have a happy ending.”—The Booksnake Etc. “I

principles and hopes of her parents. When an

thoroughly enjoyed it. Pietro’s heartache from

opportunity presents itself to come home, she

losing his parents and hiding his feelings for Lucy

grasps it, longing to settle and find the love she

are very well written.”—Majorly Delicious “Sexy

has patiently waited for. Fun-loving Joss is drawn

and sweet . . . As you’re enjoying the exploration

to the court of Elden with all its colour, noise, and

of romance and love, the mystery element and

intrigue; but has he taken on more than a young

mob life aspect is building in the background. But

man can survive? Raven Fire is the final part of

boy oh boy, when it starts, when the action picks

the breath-taking Fire-Walker saga. If you could,

up, it feels right to be rattled by where things

would you dare to change the world?

go.”—The Book Enthusiast “I really can’t wait to

A Knight on Wheels Ian Hay 1914

read the sequel! It’s almost impossible to

Nevermore Kelly Creagh 2011-08-30 When

wait!”—Collector of Book Boyfriends & Girlfriends

cheerleader Isobel Lanley is assigned to work

“The flow was great, the characters were well

with goth, Edgar Allen Poe fan Varen Nethers on

represented and Missy did a great job of letting

an English project, she is swept into a horrific

the characters personalities shine.”—Trina’s

dream world that he has created in his mind.

Tantilising Tidbits “I loved this story. I loved the

Raven's Strike Patricia Briggs 2005-07-26 Seraph

playfulness that ensued between Lucy and

must use all her skills as a Raven mage to stop

Pietro.”—A Crazy Vermonter’s Book Reviews

the force of destruction known as the Shadowed

Includes a special message from the editor, as

in the second novel in this thrilling fantasy series.
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Seraph is among the last of the Travelers, those

2014-04-15 Megan Whitaker desperately wants to

who strive to destroy the dark magic released by

forget what the Malone brothers have done to her

their ancestors’ mistakes. Seraph tried to escape

over the past two years – the haunting images

her people’s duty and live a quiet life, until evil

and sensations still plaguing her thoughts and

found her…and her family. A cunning new force

dreams – but she can’t. Charles may be dead,

for darkness called the Shadowed stalks the land,

but Zander isn’t. I’ll bring you back to me. She

feeding on death, destruction, and the sleeping

wants to believe she’s safe with Nick in their

Stalker’s power. He plans to wake the Stalker,

secluded new home, but it doesn’t keep her from

wreaking untold havoc, but he needs those who

looking over her shoulder, jumping over

bear the Travelers’ magic to release the dark

unexpected sounds, carrying a concealed weapon

god…and he has his sights set on Seraph and her

or even preparing for the worst. Because she

family.

fears the time is near. Nick Ellis has seen a

Beauty and the Badge Ella Fox 2019-11-12 After

change in his long, lost love. Battered emotionally

being held up at gunpoint, Ashley Colton realizes

and physically, Megan spends her days at self-

that life in the big city isn't for her. She decides to

defense classes and researching things that’ll

take the biggest risk of her life and move to

never allow her to let go of the past. And he feels

Charlotte's Cove, the small seaside sanctuary

guilty even wanting her to, because he knows

where she's vacationed every summer since

that heathen will return, it’s only a matter of time.

childhood.Everything falls perfectly into place until

And when he does, Nick knows he will do

her first day of work, where she meets her new

everything possible to save her, even if it means

boss Tyler Jameson, the chief of police. The

taking another shot to the heart. But for Megan,

chemistry between Ashley and Tyler is instant

there is no escaping the world of sex trafficking,

and powerful, but for reasons of their own, both

nor the band of men who continually aid one

are cautious about jumping in.When a woman

another to keep it thriving. And as her nightmarish

from Tyler's past surfaces, Ashley retreats,

world encroaches on reality, Megan soon realizes

making Tyler realize that if he's going to show

there are far worse evils to fear than the sadistic

Ashley she's the only one who has his attention,

man who haunts her dreams. New Adult

then he needs to stop being hesitant and put

Romantic Suspense / Dark Realistic Fiction

everything on the line.Is the badge powerful

Recommended for 17+ for mature and disturbing

enough to win the beauty who holds his heart?

situations, language and sexual content.

Nearly Mended (Nearly #2) Devon Ashley

Luck of the Devil Marie James 2018 I’m good
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enough to protect her. I’m good enough to die for

freedom with her duties as queen, and her

her. But, I’m not good enough to touch her? I

growing love for Lancelot with her loyalty to her

may be the Vice President of the Ravens Ruin

husband. Vibrantly human and touchingly real,

MC, but her brother, the President, has given all

Guinevere reigns as a woman poised to discover

of us orders that she’s off-limits. It’s for the best,

the true peril and promise of the human heart.

really. The demons in my past love to play with a

Praise for Persia Woolley's Guinevere Trilogy "In

pretty little girl like her.

Queen of the Summer Stars, Woolley employs

Biology Ebook Raven 2016-05-16 Biology Ebook

the same sensitive revelation of character and

Raven's Gate Anthony Horowitz 2013 Matt has

attention to cultural detail that made Child of the

always know he has unusual powers. Raised in

Northern Spring such an enchantment." -San

foster care, he is sent to Yorkshire on a

Francisco Chronicle "Richly textured, evoking the

rehabilitation programme, only to find himself in

sights and sounds of castle and countryside, the

the midst of sinister goings-on centring on a battle

qualities of knight and servant. Highly

between eight guardians and a group of devil

recommended." -Library Journal "A marvelous

worshippers seeking to release evil ones who

sense of daily life...the details of tribal differences

must be stopped.

among Briton, Saxon, and Pict, as well as the

Queen of the Summer Stars Persia Woolley

uneasy mixture of pagan and Christian ritual and

2011-06-01 "Once again we are captivated by the

belief. Enjoyable for all fans of Arthurian

magic of the legend that has long fed our appetite

romance." -Booklist "Persia Woolley is a born

for pageantry and romantic adventure." -

storyteller. Her love and enthusiasm for

Washington Post In a country still reeling from the

Guinevere and her times shimmers from every

collapse of the Roman Empire, the young King

page." -Parke Godwin, author of Beloved Exile

Arthur and his wife Guinevere struggle to keep

and The First Rainbow

the barbarians at bay even as they establish the

Dark Desire Christine Feehan 2010-07-20 “The

Fellowship of the Round Table. The spirited and

Queen of paranormal romance.” —USA Today #1

outspoken Guinevere skillfully combats an

New York Times bestselling author Christine

accusation of planning to poison Arthur in a

Feehan has enchanted legions of paranormal

country simmering with unrest and scandal. But

romance fans with her sensation series featuring

Guinevere's greatest battles are dangers Arthur

sexy immortal Carpathian heroes—a remarkable

cannot see-ones she'll have to fight on her own.

breed of vampire. In this stunning new edition of

And all the while, she must reconcile her thirst for

Dark Desire, a beautiful doctor is perilously drawn
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to the far Carpathian Mountains by a mysterious

future neither knew was possible. Praise for

stranger who needs her medical expertise.

Cutter “A classic case of good intentions gone

Despite the danger, she cannot deny her deep

wrong . . . I enjoyed the emotion and the overall

connection to this mystery man—or he, his raging

plot and thought the narrative and characters

need for her. Discover the breathtaking power of

were strong.”—The Romance Factor “This was a

supernatural love in this darkly sensuous classic

cute, quick read that had the heat and heart of a

from Christine Feehan.

fairytale.”—Two One Click Chicks “Left me

Cutter Ashley Suzanne 2016-07-05 Ashley

breathless . . . This was definitely a memorable

Suzanne follows up Raven with the next round in

first read for me, and one I highly recommend

her scorching Fight or Flight series—the story of a

you add to your reading list! You will not be

damaged MMA fighter from the wrong side of the

disappointed!”—Red’s Romance Reviews Praise

tracks, and the sizzling affair that forces him to

for Ashley Suzanne’s Raven “Holy crap, Ashley

grow up. Cutter Greer lives at the gym—literally.

Suzanne completely blew me away with this

Abandoned by his parents as a teen, Cutter

book. All I’m saying is ‘Read this book!’ It’s

dropped out of high school and ended up on the

fantastic.”—USA Today bestselling author Erin

streets. In a simple act of kindness, mixed martial

Noelle “Ashley Suzanne shows her range in

arts trainers Garrett and Rian put him up in the

Raven with a totally original plot line full of twists

apartment above their gym. Now he’s got a

and turns.”—New York Times bestselling author

surrogate family and a shot at MMA stardom—but

S.E. Hall “Ashley Suzanne hits it out of the park

he still has a lot to learn about women. And he

with this book. I could talk about how incredible it

certainly isn’t prepared for the earth-shattering

is all day long. Just go read it. Now.”—K.D.

consequences that desire can bring. Josette

Sarks, author of Unexpected Change Includes a

Morelli believes that she and Cutter have

special message from the editor, as well as an

something special—more special than just being

excerpt from another Loveswept title.

hot in bed. So when Cutter is scouted to go big

The 7 Second CV James Reed 2019-01-03 Write

time, the thought of being left behind scares her.

a killer CV and land your dream job. It takes an

And then Josette learns a shattering truth that

employer just seven seconds to save or reject a

could change everything between her and Cutter .

job applicant’s CV. In this book, James Reed –

. . unless she learns to set him free. Instead, she

chairman of REED, Britain’s largest recruitment

tells a lie that destroys their chances at

company – offers invaluable and specific advice

happiness—and forces them both to fight for a

on what employers want to see in the CVs they
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receive and how you can stand out from the

straight into the arms of an alpha wolf-a sexy,

crowd. Unlike other career development books,

dangerous, protective alpha-Kira must fight

the honest advice presented here has been

against her need to be free, and her secret desire

compiled from one-to-one interviews, surveys and

to be controlled... In Feral Passions, what better

countrywide workshops across REED’s network

place for an adventurous woman to explore her

of recruitment consultants. This book is an

wild side than a luxurious resort in northern

accessible and enjoyable read, intensely practical

California's beautiful Trinity Alps? Especially when

and packed with pull-out quotes, layout examples

that resort is run by sexy werewolves looking for

and tips. Find out what future employers are

mates-Feral Passions Resort, where fantasies

looking for and take the first step to start loving

come true.

Mondays again.

Punk 57 Penelope Douglas 2016-10-18 From

Growl Eve Langlais 2016-01-05 Lose yourself in

New York Times Bestselling Author, Penelope

Growl, the sinfully sexy paranormal shape-shifting

Douglas, comes the latest standalone love-hate

romance anthology, headlined by New York

romance... "We were perfect together. Until we

Times bestselling author Eve Langlais! A brand

met." Misha I can't help but smile at the lyrics in

new, never before published novella! In Legal

her letter. She misses me. In fifth grade, my

Wolf's Mate, taking on a pro bono murder case

teacher set us up with pen pals from a different

isn't a problem for a lawyer who enjoys a

school. Thinking I was a girl, with a name like

challenge. Discovering his new client is his mate?

Misha, the other teacher paired me up with her

A tad more complicated. Gavin has no intention

student, Ryen. My teacher, believing Ryen was a

of settling down, especially not with a woman

boy like me, agreed. It didn't take long for us to

accused of murder, but once he sets eyes on

figure out the mistake. And in no time at all, we

Megan, his fate is sealed. Previously published in

were arguing about everything. The best take-out

the 2-in-1 e-original (title) and in print for the first

pizza. Android vs. iPhone. Whether or not

time! In The Alpha's Woman, Kira Radney is all

Eminem is the greatest rapper ever... And that

delicious curves and strong will and has no desire

was the start. For the next seven years, it was

to be a subservient mate. When a member of her

us. Her letters are always on black paper with

father's pack attempts to make her his mate by

silver writing. Sometimes there's one a week or

force, Kira has no choice but to flee. The last

three in a day, but I need them. She's the only

thing she wants is to submit to any male and their

one who keeps me on track, talks me down, and

pack. But when her escape attempt leads her

accepts everything I am. We only had three rules.
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No social media, no phone numbers, no pictures.

the neck was off-limits until then? Liz thinks it’ll

We had a good thing going. Why ruin it? Until I

bring them closer together. Landon’s convinced

run across a photo of a girl online. Name's Ryen,

she’ll cave first. So they raise the stakes:

loves Gallo's pizza, and worships her iPhone.

Whoever lasts longer gets to pick their

What are the chances? F*ck it. I need to meet

honeymoon destination. With her heart set on the

her. I just don't expect to hate what I find. Ryen

Bahamas and Landon fighting for snowbound

He hasn't written in three months. Something's

Utah, Liz simply has to win. But pretty soon, her

wrong. Did he die? Get arrested? Knowing Misha,

body is screaming for attention, and Landon’s

neither would be a stretch. Without him around,

never seemed so far away. Has Liz’s experiment

I'm going crazy. I need to know someone is

backfired? Losing their little competition would be

listening. It's my own fault. I should've gotten his

frustrating—but the one thing she can’t afford to

phone number or picture or something. He could

lose is him. Praise for Doing It for Love “Witty

be gone forever. Or right under my nose, and I

and unique, Doing It for Love will put the spice

wouldn't even know it. *Punk 57 is a stand alone

back into your bookshelf.”—New York Times

New Adult romance. It is suitable for ages 18+.

bestselling author Carey Heywood “Doing It for

Doing It for Love Cassie Mae 2015-09-29 Cassie

Love is absolutely one of the best books I’ve read

Mae’s charming, sexy novel, perfect for fans of

all year. It’s a truly feel-good romance that will

Emma Chase, puts a steamy twist on modern

make your heart squeeze a million times

love as one bride-to-be tries to put the spark back

over.”—USA Today bestselling author Lauren

in the bedroom—by any means necessary.

Layne “Doing It for Love is fresh and fun, with the

Elizabeth Fanning’s life looks pretty perfect,

perfect blend of humor and sizzle. Cassie Mae

judging by the diamond ring on her finger. Her

made me fall in love!”—New York Times

fiancé, Landon, is sweet, handsome, and

bestselling author Rachel Harris “Clever,

hilarious. The trouble is, before they’ve even tied

romantic, and entertaining . . . Cassie Mae is a

the knot, their sex life has gone from mind-

natural storyteller.”—USA Today bestselling

blowing to “meh”—and Liz isn’t ready to be part

author Tiffany King “Hilarious and steamy, Doing

of an old married couple. After a cathartic call to

It for Love is the perfect romantic comedy. For

her best friend, Liz comes up with a brilliant idea.

everyone who has ever wondered what comes

She and Landon may never be able to re-create

after an HEA, this is the book you want to read. If

the magic of their first time, but how amazing

you’re already in a relationship, Doing It for Love

would their wedding night be if everything below

will make you smile and (double) squeeze your
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partner. If you’re single, it will make you want to

that matter? Why do cross-racial friendships

find that other half. I absolutely loved it!”—Sarah

decrease in schools that are more integrated? If

Robinson, bestselling author of Breaking a

98% of kids think lying is morally wrong, then why

Legend “This book is pure Cassie Mae—fun and

do 98% of kids lie? What's the single most

sweet with a hint of sexy, and utterly

important thing that helps infants learn language?

refreshing.”—Rebecca Yarros, author of Beyond

NurtureShock is a groundbreaking collaboration

What Is Given “Sweet, heartfelt, and hilarious,

between award-winning science journalists Po

Doing It for Love has all the makings of the

Bronson and Ashley Merryman. They argue that

perfect romance. Cassie Mae is a master at

when it comes to children, we've mistaken good

humor and love!”—Cecy Robson, author of Once

intentions for good ideas. With impeccable

Kissed “Doing It for Love is utterly charming and

storytelling and razor-sharp analysis, they

guaranteed to put a smile on your face.”—Gina

demonstrate that many of modern society's

Gordon, author of Naked “Romantic, hilarious,

strategies for nurturing children are in fact

and smoking hot, Doing It for Love is a fantastic

backfiring--because key twists in the science have

and fun read. You’ll thoroughly enjoy seeing what

been overlooked. Nothing like a parenting

happens after she says yes!”—Christi Barth,

manual, the authors' work is an insightful

author of Risking It All “Charming, realistic, and

exploration of themes and issues that transcend

heartwarming . . . I’m up for more stories from

children's (and adults') lives.

Cassie Mae.”—Heroes and Heartbreakers “Just

Ballad Maggie Stiefvater 2010-09-08 James

go read it! I promise you won’t regret it!”—Book

Morgan’s gift for music has attracted Nuala, a

Junkie: Not-So-Anonymous Includes a special

soul-snatching faerie who feeds on the creative

message from the editor, as well as an excerpt

energies of exceptional humans until they die.

from another Loveswept title.

While collaborating on a musical composition,

The Silent Boy Andrew Taylor 2015-10-20 From

James and Nuala unexpectedly fall in love. When

the No. 1 bestselling author of THE AMERICAN

James realizes that Nuala is being hunted, he

BOY comes a brilliant new historical thriller set

plunges into a soul-scorching battle with the

during the French Revolution.

Faerie Queen.

NurtureShock Po Bronson 2009-09-03 In a world

Rekindle Ashley Suzanne 2015 Since Christina

of modern, involved, caring parents, why are so

Mitchell was a young girl, she knew exactly what

many kids aggressive and cruel? Where is

she wanted to do with her life: become a

intelligence hidden in the brain, and why does

paramedic. Putting everything on the line, she
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sacrificed to achieve her dream and hasn't

Grieving—journeys beyond the classic five stages

regretted a single moment. Until now ...Falling in

to discover a sixth stage: meaning. In 1969,

love with a firefighter, Nicholas Conrad, Christina

Elisabeth Kübler Ross first identified the stages of

knew what was at stake, but didn't let it scare her

dying in her transformative book On Death and

away from her soul mate. They were well on their

Dying. Decades later, she and David Kessler

way to a happily ever after, until Nick's best

wrote the classic On Grief and Grieving,

friend, Tim, died while on a call. A part of Nick

introducing the stages of grief with the same

died along with him that day. Eventually, Nick and

transformative pragmatism and compassion. Now,

Tina's marriage fell apart and she did the only

based on hard-earned personal experiences, as

thing she could--she left. One morning, she

well as knowledge and wisdom earned through

packed her bags, went to live with her best friend,

decades of work with the grieving, Kessler

and filed for divorce shortly after. Being in the

introduces a critical sixth stage. Many people look

state Nick was in, he didn't contest. Nick gave

for “closure” after a loss. Kessler argues that it’s

Tina everything she wanted and hated himself

finding meaning beyond the stages of grief most

every day because of it.Due to budget cuts, the

of us are familiar with—denial, anger, bargaining,

pair is forced to work together once again. Trying

depression, and acceptance—that can transform

to remain professional, they decide to keep their

grief into a more peaceful and hopeful

past a secret from the rest of the house, but

experience. In this book, Kessler gives readers a

something this big can only remain hidden for so

roadmap to remembering those who have died

long. The tension between Nick and Tina can

with more love than pain; he shows us how to

only lead them in one of two directions: straight

move forward in a way that honors our loved

into each other's arms or even further apart.In

ones. Kessler’s insight is both professional and

order for their love to rekindle, they both have to

intensely personal. His journey with grief began

be willing to put aside the past and start again

when, as a child, he witnessed a mass shooting

fresh. Will Nick and Tina be able to find a

at the same time his mother was dying. For most

common ground? Or will everything they've

of his life, Kessler taught physicians, nurses,

worked so hard for go up in smoke?

counselors, police, and first responders about end

Finding Meaning David Kessler 2019-11-05 In this

of life, trauma, and grief, as well as leading talks

groundbreaking new work, David Kessler—an

and retreats for those experiencing grief. Despite

expert on grief and the coauthor with Elisabeth

his knowledge, his life was upended by the

Kübler-Ross of the iconic On Grief and

sudden death of his twenty-one-year-old son.
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How does the grief expert handle such a tragic

with his own demons, embracing the life of a wolf

loss? He knew he had to find a way through this

while denying the ties of being human. For Grace,

unexpected, devastating loss, a way that would

Sam, and Cole, life is harrowing and euphoric,

honor his son. That, ultimately, was the sixth

enticing and alarming. As their world falls apart,

state of grief—meaning. In Finding Meaning,

love is what lingers. But can it be enough?

Kessler shares the insights, collective wisdom,

Raven Ashley Suzanne 2014-06-19 In the debut

and powerful tools that will help those

of Ashley Suzanne’s blistering-hot Fight or Flight

experiencing loss. Finding Meaning is a

series—perfect for fans of Monica Murphy and J.

necessary addition to grief literature and a vital

Lynn—two sparring partners put their hearts on

guide to healing from tremendous loss. This is an

the line and push their bodies to the edge. Rian

inspiring, deeply intelligent must-read for anyone

Fields is done being a punching bag. When Rian

looking to journey away from suffering, through

was thirteen, her only friend walked out on her,

loss, and towards meaning.

leaving Rian alone to mourn when she lost her

Shiver Trilogy (Shiver, Linger, Forever) Maggie

mother three years later. Then he came back into

Stiefvater 2011-07-12 Lose yourself in Maggie

her life senior year, igniting new desires—and

Stiefvater's NEW YORK TIMES bestselling Shiver

breaking her trust permanently when he enlisted

series: SHIVER, LINGER, and FOREVER.

in the army. Now Rian has finally found an outlet

shiverSam's not just a normal boy -- he has a

for her rage against the world: mixed martial arts.

secret. During the summer he walks and talks as

But just as she’s learning the ropes, Garrett

a human, but when the cold comes, he runs with

Rhodes turns her life inside-out one more time.

his pack as a wolf. Grace has spent years

As much they hurt each other, Garrett never got

watching the wolves in the woods behind her

over Rian. So when he gets the call that she’s in

house -- but never dreamed that she would fall in

jail, he bails her out, no questions asked. The

love with one of them. Now that they've found

years have toughened her. Made her harder.

each other, the clock ticks down on what could

Sexier. All she needs to make it as an MMA

be Grace and Sam's only summer

fighter is the right coach, and Garrett’s man

together.lingerCan Grace and Sam last? Each will

enough to train her. He just has to go toe-to-toe

have to fight to stay together -- whether it means

with “Raven,” the fearless woman who takes

a reckoning with his werewolf past for Sam, or for

control in the ring . . . without falling for Rian, the

Grace, facing a future that is less and less

vulnerable girl who still drives him crazy. Praise

certain. Enter Cole, a new wolf who is wrestling

for Raven “Holy crap, Ashley Suzanne completely
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blew me away with this book. All I’m saying is

answers three hundred of the most frequently

‘Read this book!’ It’s fantastic.”—USA Today

asked questions parents have about Asperger's

bestselling author Erin Noelle “Ashley Suzanne

disorder, covering evaluation, social skills,

shows her range in Raven with a totally original

thinking patterns, school success, and other

plot line full of twists and turns.”—New York

topics, and includes questionnaires and

Times bestselling author S.E. Hall “Ashley

checklists.

Suzanne hits it out of the park with this book. I

Computer Forensics and Digital Investigation with

could talk about how incredible it is all day long.

EnCase Forensic Suzanne Widup 2014-05-30

Just go read it. Now.”—K.D. Sarks, author of

Conduct repeatable, defensible investigations with

Unexpected Change Includes a special message

EnCase Forensic v7 Maximize the powerful tools

from the editor, as well as an excerpt from

and features of the industry-leading digital

another Loveswept title.

investigation software. Computer Forensics and

Stormy Summer Suzy Turner 2019-10-24 When

Digital Investigation with EnCase Forensic v7

Summer Miller is rudely awoken from the best

reveals, step by step, how to detect illicit activity,

naughty dream she has had in a long time, her

capture and verify evidence, recover deleted and

day gets progressively worse until she prangs the

encrypted artifacts, prepare court-ready

car belonging to one of the office's hottest blokes.

documents, and ensure legal and regulatory

One thing leads to another and she soon finds

compliance. The book illustrates each concept

herself dating a man who isn't quite what he

using downloadable evidence from the National

seems...

Institute of Standards and Technology CFReDS.

The Vampire's Secret Raven Hart 2007 In the

Customizable sample procedures are included

sequel to The Vampire's Seduction, Southern

throughout this practical guide. Install EnCase

aristocrat-turned-vampire William Cuyler Thorne

Forensic v7 and customize the user interface

takes on the vicious followers of his creator,

Prepare your investigation and set up a new case

Reedrock, the one-time mentor whom William has

Collect and verify evidence from suspect

defeated, as he and his team prepare for the

computers and networks Use the EnCase

ultimate showdown, only to discover that a female

Evidence Processor and Case Analyzer Uncover

vampire with unusual powers is the key to

clues using keyword searches and filter results

ultimate victory. Original.

through GREP Work with bookmarks, timelines,

The Asperger's Answer Book Susan Ashley

hash sets, and libraries Handle case closure, final

(PhD.) 2007 Child psychologist Susan Ashley

disposition, and evidence destruction Carry out
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field investigations using EnCase Portable Learn
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to program in EnCase EnScript
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